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OBOMANIA ACADEMy 2016
OBOE & COR ANGLAIS
« Jazz & improvisation »
from

sunday 3rd

to

friday 8th July

Jean-Luc « Oboman » Fillon

Château de la Roche-Guyon,
Parc Naturel du Vexin, France
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Presentation
This summer academy is opened to oboe & cor anglais
players (high level students or professionals) interested in
improvisation, jazz & word music. The academy is directed by JeanLuc Oboman Fillon, and takes place in the wonderful “Château de la
Roche-Guyon”.
The minimum instrumental level required is 8 or 9 years in
music school or equivalent.

----------------------------------Place : Château de La Roche-Guyon

The castle is 60 km away from Paris
The “Château de La Roche-Guyon” was built in the 12th century, controlling
a river crossing of the Seine, itself one of the routes to and from Normandy. In the
mid-13th century, a fortified manor house (the château-bas) was added below. The
domain of La Roche-Guyon came to the La Rochefoucauld family in 1669, with the
marriage of Jeanne-Charlotte de Plessis-Liancourt with François VII de La
Rochefoucauld. The Château retained its medieval aspect of a fortress, with its moat
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and towers and cramped. The Château was largely extended in the 18th century.
The castle was used as a setting for the medieval segment of a famous FrancoBelgian graphic novel on time travel: Le Piège diabolique (The Diabolical Trap) of the
Blake and Mortimer series by Edgar Pierre Jacobs. After D-Day, German Field
Marshal Erwin Rommel (1891–1944) defended Normandy against the Allies in World
War II from a bunker located here. The castle also was Rommel's headquarters.
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Teachers
Oboman Fillon
 Improvisation jazz & world music
Oboe, Cor anglais, Oboe d’amore
Oboman’s videos:
Jean-Luc “Oboman” Fillon is one of the rare musicians whose artistic career
is marked by a multitude of original creations (10 albums leader). A composer and multiinstrumentalist, endowed with a solid knowledge of classical music, he has taken an artistic
route which is both convincing and makes a welcome change.
He played with Patrice Caratini, Mark Feldman Antoine Hervé, Claude
Barthélémy, Georges Rabol, Bob Mintzer, Glenn Ferris, Michele Hendricks, Paolo Fresu,
Nguyen Lee, Tony Rabeson, Michael, Fawzy Al Aiedy, Adel Shams El-Din, Michael
Rabinowitz, Paul Hanson, Ronnie Lynn Patterson...
www.jeanlucfillon.com

Clément Prioul
Jazz Harmony, piano accompaniment
He graduated with a Gold Medal at Unanimity in jazz piano
performance in the CRR in Cergy Pontoise. In septembre 2012
he also was successful for the DNSPM Jazz in the Centre Des
Musiques Didier Lockwood, where he studied beside Benoît
Sourisse, André Charlier, Jean Gobinet, Bojan Z... He plays in
many groups: Jazz with All Mice, The Jazz Cookers Workshop
(collaboration with Ricky Ford and Razul Siddik), Slinky, The Kathy Jazz Project. But also in
varied contexts like Rock with the Mystical Why, Lou Demontis (albums "On the avenue",
released in 2011 and "Living the dream", released in 2015). Organist too, he can adapt
himself to the context and play different keyboards or even other instruments like
harmonica, singing…
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Philippe Hékimian
Training, organ and keyboards accompaniment
Born in a family of great musicians, he has a solid experiment in
the domain. He participated in many musical projects in
musicals, and played with the French bluesman Bill Deraime, the
singer Nicole Croisille and many artists of the French chanson.
Philippe is passionate about the synthesizer and especially the
« vintage » instruments like the electric piano Fender Rhodes and
the organ Hammond. These mythical instruments have shaped the
music of today. Phillippe offers groovy accompaniments in the spirit of great jazz organists
(Jimmy Smith, Eddy Louis…). He will be there for you the week long and you will appreciate
his desire of sharing and his friendliness.

Special Guest this year!
A great Brazilian Guitarist!
How to improvise in all latin Jazz styles (samba, bossa, salsa, frevo, choros…)

Tuniko Goulart
I was born in southern Brazil, in Pelotas city,
state of Rio Grande Do Sul, in 1967. In my family (mostly
musicians), music was always present, in such a way
with 11 years old I was the first and only professional
musician recognized by the O.M.B, the Brazilian
Musicians Order. From there on, many were the years
travelling through Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina with
many groups and with lots of musical genres. I’ve
always had the luck to be invited to play in tours with
musicians much more experienced and informed than
me, all graduated in the “school of life”, and they taught
me the art of comping. And that, at the time, wasn..t
the notion I had about playing well, but the sound, the
tranquillity and above all the rhythm got so into me that
I delved through that eternal path. Thank you, “Popular
Maestros". Either in tours or in studio recordings, I was
proud to collaborate with musicians such as: Gilberto Gil,
Martinho da Vila, Airto Moreira, Flora Purim, Arthur Maia, Vicente Amigo, Stanley Jordan,
Jeff Berlin, Eric Sardinas, Cesária Évora, Antônio Chainho, Edu Miranda Trio, Giovani Goulart,
Filipa Pais, Isabel Campelo, João Frade Trio, Real Companhia, Angola Brasil Trio, Paulinho
Lêmos, Brisas, André Sarbib, along with many others …
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Educational content

Certified from the Paris academy, Jean-Luc “Oboman” Fillon is a Jazz teacher at the
national academies of Cergy-Pontoise and Mantes en Yvelines. He’s very active in the field of
education: For ten years in Yvelines he conducted the Jazz Workshop (teaching improvisation
and jazz orchestra work).
His artistic path is very special: He began as a classical musician and very soon he was
attracted by different kinds of music (jazz, world music, improvised music). Now he is a
unique personality with large skills.
Jean-Luc Fillon plays various instruments: Oboe, English Horn, Bass clarinet, Electric
bass, Double bass. His musical experience, his mastery of various instruments, his knowledge
in composing and conducting permit him to successfully lead enriching and various master
classes. Jean-Luc Fillon particularly knows how to teach improvisation to students with a
classical training and who wish to try out improvisation.
Jean-Luc Fillon is often requested to teach improvisation and jazz during festivals and
in Academies. In these different situations, he defines which type of master class is more
appropriate. The main idea of these master classes may be summarized so:

Orality  Improvisation  Jazz
Or how, from the study of orality (skills, memory, acquisition, control, analysis and
reproduction of sounds), we are able to improvise (thematic, sensitive, variations, patterns)
and progressively confront the particular and remarkable case of Jazz.
Oboman’s master classes: CNSM de Lyon, HEM de Lausanne, HEM de Genève, New
York, Austin, IDRS, CRR in France...
Jean-Luc Fillon never misses the opportunity to ask “classical” musicians this original question:
“Have you ever studied a sonata or a concerto only after the listening to a concert, a record
or a friend or professor interpretation (so without reading the score)?”
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Educational objectives and contents
Objectives




Identifying the main issues raised by the practice and the teaching of jazz and more
generally improvised musics.
Illustrating the bridges between different kinds of music and oral or written traditions.
Showing that it’s very interesting to master improvisation in order to improve our skills
in all sorts of music.
Giving tools in order to discover and control improvisation (individually or collectively).

Contents





Analyzing the fundamental principles which are
necessary to master improvisation.
Learning and controlling of improvisations tools.
Practicing individual and collective improvisation.
Learning a hands-on approach to making progress.

---------------------Program
 Possible arrival in La Roche Guyon: Sunday, July 3rd, from 1 pm.
 Classes with Oboman, Clément Prioul and Philippe Hékimian:
Sunday, July 3rd: 4pm - 6pm
From Monday, July 4th to Thursday, July 7th: 10:30 am – 12:30 & 2pm – 5pm.
- Improvisation and collective music
- Jazz harmony, listening & analysis
Outside of these hours: see chapter
“other activities”.
 Friday, July 8th :
- Rehearsal from 10:30 am to
12:30
- Concert at 4pm
- Evening in music at 5pm
 Leaving on Saturday, July 9th in the
morning.
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Other activities (included)
 Visit: « Château de la Roche Guyon »

-

The medieval dungeon
The Castle of different times
The Castle’s collection
The troglodytic dwellings
The Rommel’s pillbox
The vegetable garden
The stables

 Visit: Claude Monet, garden & house

 Projection of educational films about music
 Visit: Domain of Villarceaux
 Walking in the “Parc Naturel du Vexin”

 Collegial, Tour St Maclou, Museum
Maximilien Luce in Mantes-la-Jolie
 Initiation to Alexander Technique
 Reed profiling
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Accommodation
You can book accommodation yourself:
http://www.chateaudelarocheguyon.fr/heading/heading14718.html
Or we propose 3 types of accommodation (we book it for you)
 Chambres d’Hôtes des Damiers http://les-damiers.e-monsite.com/
from 59 euros/night, breakfast included
Rooms: http://les-damiers.e-monsite.com/pages/les-chambres/

 Hôtel et Restaurant des Bords de Seine

From 55 euros/night.
http://www.bords-deseine.fr/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&task=view&id=13&Itemid=28
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 The rural gite and accommodation in the Castle

20 euros/night. Breakfast included

Please contact us for more information about rooms :
adlib.prod@free.fr

Transports
From Paris & airports to La Roche Guyon: a shuttle will be
planned on Monday, July 3rd in the morning, if needed. And it will be
the same on saturday, July 9th to go back in Paris.

Please contact us for more information about transports:
adlib.prod@free.fr
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Registration and contact
Registrations are opened until April 30th 2016 (15 participants
maximum, so don’t wait for registration!). Please contact us on
adlib.prod@free.fr with the information bellow:
-

Name and First Name
Birthday
Adress
Email
Phone number
Musical level accompanied by a short CV
Your wishes about accommodation. We advise you to
register as soon as possible to have the best choices.

We will verify your registration to be sure it corresponds to the
conditions (defined on page 3). Registrations will be validated after
the payment of registration and academy costs.
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Costs
 Registration cost: 50 euros (non-refundable)
 Academy cost: 380 euros (1 buffet + 5 breakfasts included)

= 430 euros (payment before May, 30th 2016)
 By bank transfer (we will send you banking

information on demand)

 Accommodation: If you choose one of the accommodations we

propose to book for you (page 10), we will send you the total
cost by email according to your choice. The payment of
accomodation must be done directly during the academy.

If you have questions about the academy, please contact us:
adlib.prod@free.fr

